Transcript of radio show from the 30th September 2014 – Andrew and Marie ‘A Love Story.’
Well, hello everybody! This is Unhooking yourself from the Matrix with Christopher – Andrew and
Marie a Love Story. This is the 30th of September 2014. This is probably my last show of the series
and I do have the possibility of having another show this coming Saturday but I’m not sure if I’ll be
doing anything more.
There’s a few reasons for this. Quite a few experiences I’ve had has shown me that my time is now to
move on and get my life in order and spend time on myself instead of disseminating to other people
because I’ve basically…. what have I done?
I’ve actually neglected myself, neglected my life and taken care of other people instead of myself. So
the reason that… that’s one of the reasons. And the other reason is that these shows take an awful lot
of effort to put on and very little return for the effort in terms of …. I didn’t want this to be a
commercial venture but its taking a lot of time out of my life to do this and I now have to concentrate
on myself, which I really haven’t done much of in my life at all. I’ve just gone ahead and done things
without really planning for my own success.
I’ve had a wonderful life. Mind you, it’s been difficult and I’ve gone on the path I have for a reason
and now its time for me to consolidate everything that I’ve learnt and to now apply it to me instead of
to others.
So, this show is about an amazing love story. Its between two people - Andrew and Marie. The names
have been changed to protect their identities because Andrew did something which was illegal in this
day and age. He basically swam across the Detroit River to get into America because he was banned
from being in America for 5 years. And he wanted to visit his great love of his life for the last time
before she moves down to South Carolina and begins a new life with her new man.
So…. how did this story begin? Well, it began a loooong time ago, which I’m not going to go into now
because anyone who listens in can actually then start putting the pieces together and I don’t want that
to happen. What I would say that at least in 2012 when Andrew received some gift cards from Marie
from Target, the USA Target stores, he received them as a birthday present and as a Christmas present
and he couldn’t use them in Canada because the rules stated on the card that these can only be used in
America. So he kept them as a memento of the gift that Marie provided for him.
So he kept those and in June of this year he went through a big change. (Cut out – but what was said
was ‘He moved to another apartment.’). And on the day he moved he bought a bicycle. Now, where he
had moved to was a place which was 4 ½ kilometers away from any shops. Now the shops in
kilometers…. that’s about 3… just over 3 miles and he knew that he would have to walk or bike ride to
these shops to do some grocery shopping. Unbeknownst to him though, there was more to it than just
that. And I don’t know what you guys think of as God or Life or Universal Intelligence but there were
plans for Andrew to do things which he would probably have not believed if he was told back then that
that’s what he would be doing. He wouldn’t have trained, he wouldn’t have done anything that would
be necessary to actually do what he did. So it was done by increments.
Andrew has explained to me exactly everything that happened and one of the things that began
happening was that he began upgrading his bicycle. He spent about $250-300 upgrading everything on
the bike because he had purchased it for $50 and found that everything needed to be changed. Its what
he could afford at the time and over the two or three months that he had it before embarking on his

journey he was able to upgrade everything that was on there apart from the frame and the wheel rims.
And he thought that he was just basically getting a bike in ship-shape condition and so that he could
use it to go grocery shopping and ride around, etc. But he began to realise that he was using it more to
get in shape and using it just to ride around having enjoyed putting it all together. He was able to just
use it as a recreational tool to relax and to get in shape better than he had ever been in his life. Even
though he had been a bicycle courier a log time ago back in London he was able to get in shape in a
way that he had never been before.
Now, there is a gentleman called Erik who lives locally to Andrew and Erik was the one who
befriended Andrew and allowed him to use Erik’s workshop. Erik has a bicycle store in town locally
and he has a workshop in his house, in his home, and he allowed Andrew to use it in the end to change
the parts that came in and to maintain it and to actually get it in the condition that it’s now in.
And Erik was….. he’s a very interesting chap. He actually has become a very good friend of Andrew’s
and there were some unusual things that happened. Erik invited Andrew over to do some mountain
bike trails… trailing, and Andrew had never done it before. So the first time he went out was about a
month ago, a month and a half, about a month ago, 5 weeks ago, and within thirty seconds Andrew had
come off and, you know, had a bit of a shaky experience but he got back on the bike and near the end
of that ride there was a very steep hill that Erik had gone down and it was probably about 45-50 degree
angle down and it was also cambered off to the left and Andrew misjudged everything and basically
fell over and had a very heavy fall. It shook him up pretty badly, more so than ever before. He’s had 10
motorcycle accidents and he had never experienced such a fall. And it did wake him up though, and he
did learn a lot about how to ride trails and that came in very handy in what happened in this trip. And
…. mind you at that point when he was riding these trails for the first time he had no idea that the skills
he had learnt, in terms of how to be in the correct gears and how to use the brakes, etc, would actually
be utilized. And the other thing was …. Andrew stopped by Erik’s place when he was in town just to
say hi and ended up going to a photo shoot with the Niagara Development Board to do with mountain
bike trail riding. Now, Erik had been expecting a friend of his to come along with him but that friend
never showed up and I was the one that went with him.
So there was some unusual stuff that happened in the friendship that came to be with Erik and Andrew
and again… these experiences were something that were put there for a reason and Andrew had no
idea that he’d be using the skills that he’d learnt in this trip.
So what actually happened?
Well, Marie and Andrew were very, very good friends. They had had a relationship between 2006 and
2010 and then Andrew was then deported from America because of catching various traffic tickets and
it put a very big strain on both Marie and Andrew. They loved each other very, very much and they
wanted to be together. Unfortunately Andrew became very stressed out and in April 2012 he actually
gave an ultimatum to Marie and that ended the relationship, unfortunately, for the both of them.
Prior to that Andrew had been making arrangements to come over to Canada as a surprise for Marie
and Marie had wanted to have Andrew come over to Canada so that they could be together and spend a
week together during spring break but Marie thought that Andrew didn’t have any money so Marie
didn’t say anything, Andrew didn’t say anything about what he was doing and that was unfortunate
because just by communicating the two of them could have made it. And there was no communication,
so when Marie found out that Andrew was coming over she had already arranged to do other things

with her … with the school where she worked with a particular hot food team. She was one of the
coaches and she had arranged to stay with them for that week and help them in their training.
So Andrew was a… not a very happy camper and quite upset with things and on the 16th of April was
when he found out that when he was in Canada he had been taken aside and told that he had been a…
he was a permanent resident. And he rang up the immigration people on the 16th of April to find out
what was happening with his application (for his permanent resident card) and he was told that it was
ongoing and he asked what that meant. Well, they said that if he was to leave then he would not be
able to come back unless he got permission from an embassy of wherever he was.
So he wasn’t sure what to do because he had a ticket to go to South America and he had to fly back to
London to do that. And he was going to be going to South America to work on himself with Elrisse.
Elrisse was at the time in Ecuador and he was going to go down there and spend time working on
himself and improving himself and he didn’t actually do that in the end.
What happened was he had to make a decision about whether to stay in Canada or whether to leave
and he wanted to have Marie’s input. So unfortunately for him he called up Marie when she was in the
middle of going down to dinner to get the results f the competition and Marie answered the phone and
Andrew began to talk about what had been going on with the immigration people and she tried to say
that she was busy and she wasn’t able to talk freely and Andrew was not able to listen.
So ended up that he gave her an ultimatum which he sincerely regrets and it was actually a
miscommunication on his part. But be that as it may, what happened happened and Marie basically
agreed that the two of them should part ways as a relationship couple and just be friends and Andrew
reluctantly agreed. But they did communicate every day from that point on as they had been doing for
the last two years to keep the friendship there and to just support each other in their everyday goings
about.
And just prior to the April 16th, around April the 1st, Andrew had tried to get into America because he
had sensed danger to the relationship due to another individual coming on the scene. He wasn’t able to
get to the States because he was stopped by the RCMP about 100 yds from the border and went back
home and basically had the melt down on the 16th of April because he was very upset, very hurt and
didn’t really know what to do. And there was no fault of Marie’s that all this stuff happened. Andrew
was just not strong enough to withstand the emotional traumas of what he was going through. He was
being helped by Elrisse but the help he was not able to take on board quick enough. He had been told
to do certain things and he wasn’t able to do it in time. So what happened, happened.
But, be that as it may, Marie and Andrew kept in contact. Marie then became involved in this new
gentleman that came on the scene, a doctor of medicine, and they got into a relationship and that
continued on with Andrew communicating nearly every day and the communication from Marie kind
of dropped off as would be the case when a woman gets into a new relationship. But Andrew was
doing it for a reason – keeping the affinity there and the communication there was very important to
him and he continued to do that.
Up until about three weeks ago or four weeks ago Andrew was under the impression that Marie still
loved Andrew in some form or fashion. And then Marie let drop that… well, her statement was to
Andrew, “You stopped loving me a long time ago.” When Andrew heard this he became very, very
distraught and very upset because he knew that it was a lie and he didn’t know where it came from and
he was not in a position to do anything about it. Unless he did what he was then shown to do. Well, it

could be said that he was shown or that he decided right there and then to do this, but the same result
occurred. He knew that he had to go over and tell Marie that he did love her, that he loved her very
much. And the only way he knew of how to do it was to actually cycle across country 400 kms, swim
across the Detroit River that took him 3 and a half hours, and then make his way by bus to the Chicago
area, stay with friends and then present a bouquet of roses to Marie and say a little speech and he was
hoping to stay 5 days with Marie to help her pack and to be able to talk with her but Marie’s daughter
was there at home helping her as well as to be with her before she went. And she was very
uncomfortable, the daughter was very uncomfortable, about Andrew being there because of his status
as being in the country illegally. So Andrew was taken to a local hotel and he was put up there for
night and the next day they, you know… Marie came and spent some time with Andrew before he
went back to Detroit and Canada. And Andrew did what he set out to do.
But the… part of the story is how Andrew was supported in his quest. And this is something that I feel
needs to be kind of given out as information or as something to ponder upon because of the way the
world is going, a lot of people… many people now are in… getting bombarded with so much
negativity that it’s easy to loose sight of the beauty in the world and the beauty in life and the beauty in
people and the fact that there are good people there still responding to the call of God or the call of
Life and doing what they know they can do to help others. And you don’t get that on the news any
more. All you get now is a lot of negativity, a lot of death, destruction and sorrow and sadness and this
story needs to be told because of the amount of amazing things that happened within it.
And what were the amazing things?
Well, on the way to Marie, Andrew experienced quite a number of unusual incidences where he was
helped out on his journey.
Now in the world that most of us live in, which is the secular world which, according to my
understanding of that word, means that we are living in a godless society this sort of stuff you don’t
hear about because people are basically ground down into life, being forced to get a job to pay the
mortgage, to pay bills, to get this, to get that, etc, and when you start living under God’s grace that
stuff doesn’t matter.
Andrew took upon himself a dangerous journey and he was supported every step of the way through
little actions that occurred to show him that God was supporting him. But…. (interference in the audio)
… that his Love would actually receive the communication that he so desperately wanted to pass on to
her.
So what was one of the first things that happened?
Well, Andrew left his house at 7.30 in the morning on Thursday and he rode until about 10… 10.15,
10.30 in the morning and there was a little town called Cayuga that he came to and in that town was a
restaurant, actually a breakfast place which was not easy to find because it looked like a night club and
it was meant to be a Chinese restaurant and there was absolutely nothing like that on that road. But
eventually he found it and it was as they said it was, run by a Chinaman, and he had a breakfast of 2
massive plates of omelet and hash browns.
This is what his body wanted and if you guys listen in on the body intelligence show (5th July) you will
hear about the body itself and how intelligent it is and Andrew had become very much in
communication with his body and the body was saying, “Get these two plates of food, because that’s

what we need.” So he did! And both meals came to $10 and that was it and very, very good quality
food as well. And he had enough to actually have a packed lunch which he put in a box and carried
along with him. And by the way, Andrew had also packed a whole bunch of stuff in his knapsack, so
the knapsack itself was brand new and it had just been bought 2 or 3 days prior to his trip and its little
things like this that began happening leading up to the time that he was preparing for what he was to
do. I mentioned about the bike that he was changing things on the bike without really realizing why.
Well, when Andrew knew what he was going to do then images started to come into his universe as to;
“well, this is what you need,” “this is what you need,” “this is what you need,” etc. And everything
was sourced locally. For instance an image came in with a wet suit. Ok. So he looked in the Kijiji
website which… Kijiji, by the way, is the equivalent of Craigslist for Canada and he looked locally
and he found that there was a wetsuit being sold for $80 within half an hour ride of him. So he went
there bought it and he had wanted a black one but he didn’t look inside the wetsuit he just that it was a
kind of grey with some fluorescent flashing and later he was to discover that the wetsuit on the inside
was dark navy blue with no fluorescent colors. So that was dealt with.
Then he had an image of cycling helmet so he looked in Kijiji again and he found that there was a guy
selling his cycling helmet for $5! So that was within another 25 minute ride and by car that would be
about a 5-10 minute drive, you know? So these things were all local.
What else did he get before he left?
Well, he was thinking of taking his bike over so that he could ride over to Chicago. So he began
looking at getting 10 liter containers of water and for that he needed distilled water [and then he would
have to empty the water and use containers] and then he would have to have these attached to the bike
in some way. So he began looking at webbing, you know… straps that he could make up. Because
what had happened was he had been working on a friend’s… getting material for a friend’s specially
made custom designed, custom made watch band and one of the items that he had purchased was a …
10 pieces of quick release buckles which he realized he would never use for a watch band because they
were too thick, they were too big.
But he then saw that he could make quick release straps using these quick release buckles. So he went
riding down to Welland, 16 kms away, and actually bought a whole 21 feet of webbing which was
24mm wide and dark grey. And he spent a couple of days making up a whole bunch of straps.
He also purchased, as part of his wrist watch band project, a roll of linen thread, waxed linen thread.
After he received it he realized that he couldn’t use it for the watch band because it was the wrong type
of material. So he had this sitting around in his apartment and then he actually saw that he could use
this linen thread to make the quick release straps for his journey. So another item that was purchased
without… for a different project entirely was then utilized.
So what else was there?
After speaking to a friend of his, she… this was a lady locally in Toronto… she told him about, you
know… “you better get a floatation device or life vest of some sort.” So he went back into Kijiji and
found a lady who was selling a couple of life vests and got in communication with her via email and
she decided to come to visit Andrew with a big bag of life vests and other things to do with floatation
and spent about half an hour with Andrew and was very intrigued about what he was doing.

Andrew, in the end, found a… there wasn’t a life preserver as such but a floatation device that would
be worn… normally be worn by wet skiers and he found that it was a perfect size for him. It was about
6 inches wide by about an inch thick made out of neoprene, the floatation stuff that was used in life
vests, etc. It was something that he could wear under his wet suit jacket.
So there’s another example of life helping out where a woman doesn’t know Andrew at all and appears
on his doorstep with a whole bag of stuff so that he could get a thoughrough understanding of what
would be needed. And by this time, between the time that this woman had contacted Andrew the first
time and by the time she came Andrew had realized that he wouldn’t be able to take his bike over to
the other side with him but he did need something for himself.
He also went online and found that there was a WalMart that had some life vests for like $16 and he
needed two of them for his knapsack. So he checked and found that there was a WalMart near where
he was going to go into the water, and later on I will explain the difference between how human beings
try and use their minds instead of using the Grace of God to do things because there’s a… there’s an
interesting… interesting stuff happened when Andrew got to Windsor to do with these life vests.
Well, I was explaining my journey from… the journey from where Andrew left to Cayuga and from
Cayuga he carried on riding. He rode most of the day and he went through a little town called Delhi, or
Dell-hi as they call it in Canada, and at that point his body was kind of getting a little bit achy and
Andrew got that he was losing electrolytes or salt, especially. So he stopped off at a hotel called the
Maple Leaf Hotel run by an Indian gentleman called Max. He [Andrew] gave me his Indian name but I
can’t remember it unfortunately. Sorry about that Max. I’ve written him an email about this show so
hopefully he’ll get in touch with me and give me his real name, his proper name. But anyway he said,
‘You can call me Max.’ So he showed me on the map, google maps, where Andrew was and then he
asked Andrew if he wanted anything to drink. And Andrew said, ‘Yeah’, you know, ‘A couple of
glasses of water would be nice’. And then Andrew asked him, ‘Do you have any sea salt?’ and Max
said ‘Yeah, just hang on minute.’ So Max went into the kitchen and came out with a brand new bottle
of Greek Sea Salt and he said to Andrew, ‘Here, you can take it.’ There was about a pound of salt that
he gave and Andrew was very, very grateful and took and it and then after saying his goodbyes just
went on his way.
So there you have an example…the first example of Life actually coming out and helping Andrew
very, very clearly, you know?
Now, I’m going to say this a few times during this show… at any point could have stopped and said,
‘No. I’m not doing this.’ That’s the human aspect I’m talking about. Andrew could of just stayed at
home, not done anything and just fantasized about the trip that he could have taken, you know?
But the inclination to go over and see Marie so was strong that he just went at it. He just went and did
what he knew he had to do. And by putting his intent there Life responded and helped him in all sorts
of ways. This was one of the first instances of an idea being followed through on. The body is saying,
‘Ok, you need to stop. We need some salt and some water.’ And Andrew followed through, stopped at
a place that he, you know, was there, didn’t think about, ‘Oh, I’m going to disturb someone.’ Or, ‘I’m
going to ask for something that someone may not have.’ Or… you know, the human stuff that gets in
the way. It’s the stuff that works upon us to our detriment. Its that which stops us from succeeding,
from moving ahead in life, from using our abilities the way they’re meant to be used.

By ourselves we can’t do this stuff. If we have the inclination to do something there will be people
involved. There will be events involved. There will be actions involved and its up to us individually to
follow through on what we want to do and this is what Andrew did. He followed through on what he
wanted to do and he had no qualms about doing it. He had absolute intent, absolute focus on needing to
get to Windsor within two days, to get over to the Chicago area within a certain amount of time.
Where it fell apart for Andrew was where other people became emotionally involved, like Marie’s
daughter, Marie herself, etc. And it didn’t really fall apart in a way that it was a bad thing, no. What
Andrew discovered was that he had been focusing intently on the actions of getting over but didn’t
think much of the impact it would have… or didn’t take into account the impact it would have on him
appearing out of the blue in front of Marie and he did have some things that he had to deal with and it
didn’t work out the way he envisioned. This is the human aspect that we are talking about.
When it comes to interactions between people there are… we are at fault in terms of we allow our
emotions to get in the way, instead of when we talk about things that are upsetting to each other or to
ourselves we can get emotionally tangled up in feelings, in hurt, in negative stuff which impacts how
we want to say something or how we want to treat someone because ultimately people are good – they
do not have sin, they do not have any evil intent in them, that is all created through experience, through
interaction with others, through failed purposes, through failed…. failed actions in life. These stack up.
Eventually someone will get stuck in an incident that may have happened many lifetimes ago which is
where you have anti-social people coming from. At some point they were good people but they had
then incidences where they could not unstuck themselves from it. So it could have happened lifetimes
ago, but that incident is still acting upon the individual and so they are being very destructive because
they are trying to protect themselves. And, you know, I’ve talked about George W. Bush, H. W. Bush,
and how he’s dealing with stuff and all these people we call the bad guys, they have just an incident on
their … in their past that they have not been able to unhook themselves from.
Its like if you have upset with someone, or they attack you verbally and they hurt you, 99.99% of the
time you can get over that, you can unstick yourself from that even though the memory will be there in
your body in your cells, you, the Being, can move forward and let that upset go or just not have it
influence you in any way. Well, these bad guys, as I’m saying, they have been unable to do that. So, at
some point they’ve had a bad experience, they’ve been attacked by others, they’ve been killed by
others and they get stuck in that moment. That’s all evil is – it’s just being stuck in a moment of time
and that’s where the evil emanates from, and there are people out there, the 2 ½ percent who are out
there intentionally causing harm to others because they are trying to protect themselves and they’re in
that mode, you know?
So, going back to the story…
Andrew continued on after the little incident in Delhi and he got to a little town called Aylmer (not the
way it is spelt on the audio - Alymers) on his journey and walked into a [Mexican grocery store] and
bought a whole bunch of fruit because his body was saying, you know, “We need sugar.” So he bought
bananas, apples, plums, nectarines and just munched on a whole bunch of them and then kept the rest.
This was probably around 6-6.30 in the evening and, you know, after that he kept on going and by the
time he came to the end of his day he was in a place called Dutton on Highway 20 (Note: it was on
Hwy 3) in the middle of nowhere with… he didn’t see any hotels around so he actually stopped to have
his last… the rest of his fruit and he happened to stop right opposite a house [that had its lights on].
This was like 11.20 or 11. Around 11 at night. And the indication came, “Go and knock on the door.

Get some help.” Andrew said, “No way. This is too late and the people are going to be wondering who
am I and all that stuff .” So the human part of him acted up, you know? Ten minutes later, “Go and
knock on the door.” Andrew refused. So, eventually he got the courage to go to the door, knock on it
and there was an elderly couple there, who lived there, and actually the guy was… even though he was
elderly he was a race horse trainer, Andrew found out later, as he was getting to know him.
And the chap said to him, “Come to the back door.” So Andrew walked around the… walked around
the side to the other end of the house and asked the gentleman if there was a hotel around and the
gentleman said, “No. The nearest one is thirty miles away.” So Andrew asked him, “How much… if I
paid you money would you take me to the hotel where you know it is?” And the gentleman, whose
name turned out [to be Ken] said, “No. I’ll take you but I won’t take any money in return.”
So, here’s an example of a need being met. And this kept on… this had happened two or three times
prior during that day where Andrew had stopped to have a break and he happened to stop at a point
where it was the last house on… in the town. One in particular…. he stopped in the road basically and
just had some water and some food and the owner of the house where he happened to have stopped
was on his way somewhere and that person gave Andrew a lift in his truck and took him down the road
some way, you know? This only happened like two or three times the first day only a few miles, so
every little bit helped.
But here was Ken who was watching TV with his wife, having a stranger knock on his door because
that stranger, Andrew, happened to have this inclination that “You need to knock on that door to get
some help!” And Andrew did it. And what happened was Ken drove him 30 miles down the road to the
401 and some highway, to the Howard Johnson Hotel. When Andrew walked in he immediately was
drawn… his eye was immediately drawn to room 110 and he asked the receptionist, “How much is that
room there?” or “Can I have that room?” And the receptionist said, “Well, there’s something wrong
with that room. The front door doesn’t open properly into the courtyard. So I’ll give it to you at a
discount.” And so Andrew got that room. Instead of $90 plus tax he got it for $60. And there was
nothing wrong with the room apart from the fact that the front door to the courtyard wouldn’t work! He
had to go into the hotel with his bike and [???] go in that way. Apart from that, the room was a king
sized bed and it had two king sized beds actually, and he was able to take care of himself. And out of
all the rooms in that hotel that was the only one that they would have given a discount on and
Andrew’s eye was drawn to that room immediately.
So this is another example of… kind of…. living with the flow. If you are …. if you are shown… if
you have a feeling of doing something or being inclined to do something just follow through on it and
see what happens.
So the next morning Andrew kept… had a bit of a problem with the breakfast because there was a
misunderstanding between the manager and the kitchen, but he had the breakfast that he was there…
that he had paid for and continued on his way.
Now by this time, the weather had changed and it became quite windy. At that end of Ontario you’ve
got a corridor happening where you have a lot of wind whistling up from Windsor kind of going eastnorth-east, and a lot of windmills in that area as well because of this phenomenon. So that Friday
Andrew struggled quite a bit to get to where he needed to go. He had about 130-140 kms left to get to
Windsor, but he kept at it.

And another one of these experiences happened where he took a break and at the point where he had
taken a break was a house and the first time a van left the house and turned right which is the direction
that Andrew was going, the guy didn’t stop or didn’t do anything and just continued on. Half an hour
later or twenty minutes later the son… the father and son… or the second son, also leave the same
way. But they stop and ask Andrew if he’s ok and Andrew says, “I’m trying to get to Tilbury.” And
they take him into town and drop him off at a Tim Horton’s and Andrew has another break and
basically gets on the road and tries to ride but the wind was now too strong and his strength just
petered out so he began hitch hiking.
And after about an hour nothing happened so immediately the communication came in from God or
whomever you want to call it, “You have to kneel on your knees and you have to put your left hand on
your heart and your thumb on your right hand you have to stick it out.” And Andrew refused! He
refused to do that! He said, “I’m not going to do that.” But then 10 minutes later, no ride, so he did it!
Thirty seconds later a car pulls up, pulls over and Andrew is taken to Windsor! And this is a chap who
has some sort of Nissan, or some gold colored car. I’m not sure what Andrew knew what the car was
but it was an SUV.
Now, here is one interesting aspect of the bicycle that Andrew put together. He had to get a new set of
forks because the forks that he had on the bike were completely gone and the fork seals had been
destroyed and he needed a new set of forks. When he bought the forks he found that the steering tube
that went into the frame, which the handlebars were attached to, were too short. So he went to a
local… to a friend of his, 50 kms away, back in middle of June, actually I think Andrew said it was in
July, and actually manufactured an extension for the steering tube out of a scrap piece of stainless steel
which he’d discovered lying in scrap yard locally to him.
He went down there one day looking for some metal to do this and he came across some scrap steel…
stainless steel, which he was then told he could have for free because its below 10 lbs. So he walks out
of there with a piece of metal that he then turns into an adapter that he attaches to the steering tube
with a threaded screw, because in these steering tubes there is something called a star nut. And a star
nut is what actually the steering screw is attached to. So you have the steering tube coming up through
the frame, the handlebars attached via the handlebar attachment area, which then goes over the steering
tube and you have a nut or a screw at the top that goes… its actually quite long, and it goes down and
into the star nut and then tightens up.
Well, what Andrew did was he actually created an adapter which was attached to the steering tube via
a screw going in the other way through the star nut from underneath. So you have the screw going
through the star nut and getting the adapter screwed down and he didn’t actually glue it together. So
when everything was put together he found that if a certain amount of force was used then the
handlebars could actually move quite freely, which was actually quite dangerous but for some reason
Andrew was given the…. felt that he should keep it that way for the time being, and here is an example
of why.
When the bike was put into this SUV the handlebars had to twisted in such a way that the forks were in
one direction and the handlebars were in another. Now normally if that would have happened with a
proper front fork system then [a] whole bunch of different screws and nuts would have had to have
been [undone] to allow this… to allow the handlebars to be twisted in such a way that it would allow
the bike to be put into the area where it was put in, into this SUV. That’s another example of just
following something which doesn’t make sense. You know, God knew that in the future it would be

vital to have these handlebars swivel freely, even though it may have been looked upon as dangerous
by those who work in the bicycle mechanics area, you know?
And even right now, Andrew can take the bike out for a ride and if he goes over a pothole then it could
be that that wheel will twist because the handlebars and the adapter don’t allow the fork to stay solid
with the handlebars. So that’s going to have to be fixed at some point if he wants to do that.
But be that as it may, because of the way the bike was set up it allowed the bike to be put into awkward
situations within vehicles and the handlebars could be twisted every which way to get them to fit and it
was all because of this adapter that was allowed to be freely twistable, you know? Even though it was
attached with a screw. So another example of working with something that doesn’t make sense.
So, Andrew gets dropped off in Til… sorry in Windsor, and he gets dropped off at another Tim
Horton’s at Walker Rd and I think it was errr… he said Tecumseh Ave. Now here’s where the human
aspect again kind of kicks in. Andrew had seen that there was a WalMart near where wanted to go over
to America. He didn’t check with that WalMart if they had the life vests that he had seen on the
website. So he went down there and found that that WalMart didn’t have the vests he needed and he
found that the WalMart that did have the vests that he needed was 17 kms back to where he had been
let off.
So he was let off on the N[E] side of Windsor, had cycled down 17 kms to the WalMart SW of the city
had to go back NE to the WalMart that was near where he had been dropped off and this is how if
you’re in …. living in the Grace of God or under God’s Grace then you would recognize that you’d be
actually be in the area where your needs would be met. Andrew didn’t see that. He thought that he had
to go down to another WalMart and found that he didn’t have the stuff there. He had to go back up to
the other one. So there was an extra 50 kms or so of cycling that he had to do.
Well, he eventually got that all sorted out. He got the life vests that he needed, they were put aside for
him when he rang up the store. He then cycled back the 17 kms to get to where he needed to go to and
on the map he had seen that there was a road that went to towards a forest and then the road turned at
right angles. And when he went down that road towards the area where he needed to be he found that
there were two security guards. He didn’t actually get a good view of them he just saw that they had
uniforms so he thought, “Oh, shit,” you know, “someone’s called in and said that this is going to
happen.” Right? “Someone’s going to attempt to cross the river.” So he turned the corner and
continued going down the road as though nothing had happened. And then this is where Erik’s training
had… began to work.
What Andrew did was he went off to the right into a forest mountain bike trail to try and get to that
place where he had seen on the map that he needed to be and that’s where the skills he had learnt with
Erik came into affect. He spent half an hour in this forest trying to get to the point which he was
aiming for, going down all these mountain bike trails and actually being very good, very ok with it.
Nothing happened to him and eventually he got to a fence and he climbed over the fence and went
forward into a parking lot full of trucks and stuff and he found that he couldn’t get through to where he
needed to go. So he came back over the fence went to get his bike and was going to go down to the
main road to figure out where he was when he looked to his right and saw a little electrical station [a
transformer] at the end of a cul-de-sac and beyond that he saw the prow of a ship, kind of a big tanker,
and he felt that he got to where he needed to be.

So he rode his bicycle down that cul-de-sac in broad daylight, wasn’t seen, and he found that beside
the electrical station, a little generating station, was… it was all fenced off and everything but on the
left side of the whole place was a whole, you know… covered in reeds. Really, really tall reeds about
6-7 feet high and it was a perfect place for him to park his bike. So he put the bike in there, covered it
up with reeds, locked it up, climbed over the fence, realised he had his bicycle helmet still on so he
then tucked the bicycle helmet into the bushes on the left, just over the fence, and then found himself
in a meadow, walked to the waters edge and saw the river in front of him.
And by this time it was getting dark and Andrew basically began to prepare himself for going over. So
he stripped himself and as he was putting on the wetsuit it poured with rain, absolutely bucketed down
with rain, you know? Then everything got soaked. All his clothes, all the stuff inside his knapsack, all
that got wet. But he kept on going through with his plan, didn’t think about stopping, got his knapsack
packed up and wrapped up in plastic and sheeting and duck taped, which wasn’t really waterproofed
but it was the best he could do under the circumstances, wrapped it up with the life vest… two life
vests that he had bought at WalMart and walked to the river’s edge and just went in.
Now at that point the river is about half a mile wide I think, so Andrew didn’t have any fear he just
didn’t think about it. He just kept on doing the next step and by the time he stepped into the water it
was dark. So… and he just kept swimming, he just started swimming and he just kept on going. Most
of the swimming was done on his back because he loves backstroke. But because he had a knapsack
that he was floating beside him all he used was his legs. So it took him three and-a-half hours to go
across the river.
Now, when he got to the other side he saw back (looked backed) and saw a tanker going by. This was
about half and hour after he had arrived, and when he arrived on the other side he had to swim 400 yds
upstream to find a place where he could come out because he was by a quay which had these great big
metal pylons that went from 6 feet above water level or 8 feet above water level all the way down to
bedrock. So he was looking for a way out.
Now one of the things that I haven’t mentioned was the fact that Andrew had to deal with a
tremendous amount of emotional stuff. Two weeks prior to this trip Andrew began to have a lot of fear
and doubt about whether he would make it or not because he understood the dangers of what he was
about to do. So Elrisse sent over something called an attitude drill to do with how to deal with feelings
and attitudes that one has and up until the time that Andrew left on that Thursday a lot of time was
spent working with his sister and with Elrisse over Skype dealing with these attitudes. And the way it
would was that Andrew made a list of all the attitudes that he had about what he was doing and one of
them… the first one... one of the first ones being ‘I’ll die’ and then what happened was that he would
be taken through the process of creating those attitudes and feelings consciously so that those feelings
would actually be consciously created instead of them happening without any control over what’s
going on.
So Andrew spent two weeks dealing with all sorts of stuff that came up with the thought of what he
was doing. The first one he dealt with was ‘I’ll die.’ and that took with Elrisse… that took about an
hour, an hour and a half to deal with and all the stuff that came up to do with death, of the loss of life,
of loss of friends, loss of Marie and loss of all the other things that go along with that, you know? And
a lot of emotional stuff was released. A lot of crying, a lot of grief had to be released. But as Andrew
worked through the list he was able to lighten the load, so to speak, much, much more until… and also
the way the attitude and feelings were dealt with began to be dealt with faster and faster and less and
less emotion was there to be dealt with. And the last things that Andrew dealt with were to do with the

relationship, the friendship and also embarrassing Marie and all that, you know? So there was a lot of
stuff that Andrew dealt with before he actually embarked on this trip.
Now, when Andrew looked back when he got to the other side and he actually looked back he found
this tanker whizzing by. It wasn’t really a tanker… it looked like a tanker but it was like half the size of
the big ones, but it was still a great big bloody thing, you know? And he calculated that if he’d been in
the water an hour later that tanker would have had his number and he realised that his work on the
attitudes and feelings had basically changed his timeline, his future. Because of the way everything
happened he saw that he was being compelled to a time-frame to do what he had to do to get to that
point of stepping in the water and just swimming, he knew that if he had stepped back and thought
about what he was doing and kind of played mind games with himself and kind of had to deal with
stuff at that point that he was getting into the water, then he wouldn’t of made it, you know, because of
what happened and this ship going by… it would have actually hit him.
There was another boat that went by. It was a police…. a high speed police cruiser and that went by a
few minutes later as well. And he didn’t really think much of it. He just basically recognised it for
what it was and carried on where he was having to get to this area where he felt would be the place to
get out of. And he found a ladder around a little… these quays went around corners and stuff and he
found this ladder after swimming 400 yds upstream and basically was able to heave his knapsack onto
the water pipe that was there as well and rest a few minutes and then continued onto the platform
which was there, which was 6-7 feet below ground [level]. And when Andrew got out and was able to
get his knapsack up there, etc, he just took all the plastic sheeting off his knapsack, un-duct taped it,
threw away the duct tape, and then wrapped the life vests that had been holding up the knapsack, he
put them into the plastic, wrapped that up, he used the buckles and the straps and that he had created to
tie it all up together, took out his shoes, black shoes, and by the way his wetsuit was now dark navy
because he’d turned it inside out. Just before he’d gone in he’d found that these fluorescent pieces of
wetsuit [?????] … so he actually turned the wetsuit inside out and found out that there was actually a
very dark navy with no bright colors. So he actually turned it inside out and wore it that way.
So when he got to the other side he got out and he took out his baseball cap which was black, his
knapsack was black, his shoes were black and he felt like a little …. felt like a navy seal who’d just
done something. So he got ready and he continued out… poked his head above the ground level where
he was and … what he had actually done was he had come out at the US steel plant where there was a
lot of activity going on where trains were going up and down railway tracks, etc, and it was very, very
highly floodlit. But the communication came to him, “Just walk through here as though you belonged.”
He thought about that and said, “I look a bit strange with a knapsack on.”
So anyway, he did that, crossed the tracks and then the building he was walking towards he saw that it
was not… it wasn’t going anywhere, it was like a building that was just for containing things. So he
went to the left and went down two buildings and eventually deposited his life vests that were wrapped
up in this plastic in some bushes because he saw that it would actually be detrimental to his […audio
cut out…] to the main road. And there was a time when he had to dive behind a piece of concrete
[because of a truck that] came up the way and when that was parked he then got up and observed for a
few minutes and then when there was a pause in people walking backwards and forwards he just
walked through into the area where there was no cover towards the security gate and found that there
was a whole bunch of train tracks with a fence on the other side which started at that point and then
moved to… you know… kind of fenced along to the right. But to the left there was nothing. So he
actually [crossed over the train] tracks, around the fence and over to the road and just before he got to
the road which was I think… he said it was 1st Quality Drive, he realised that he couldn’t continue

walking in his wet suit so he stopped and put on a dark sweater that Marie had bought him, had bought
him for Christmas in 2012, or 2011 (Note: it WAS 2012). But it was black with a little bit of white on
the front and then he also took out his pajama bottoms or his track suit bottoms and put them over his
wet suit, over his legs. [He] continued walking down the [road and got to] and he got to West Jefferson
and across the road there was a little bar called ‘Hurry Back Bar’ and there were three people standing
outside, one girl and two men, in their twenties. So he goes up to them and he asks them, “Where’s the
nearest place where I can find a cab?” And they tell him to go up the road to the gas station and ask the
gas station attendant but when he went there he found that the guy didn’t know so he walked back and
said, “If I pay you guys $20 will you take me to where I want to go?” And they asked, “Well, where’s
that?” And Andrew said to them its somewhere in Detroit. I’m not going to say what Andrew said
because I don’t want to give the game away as to where it was. And they said, “Yeah sure. We’ll do
that.” And Andrew spent the next 4 hours hanging out with them in a bar, playing pool, wearing a wet
suit that was covered with a black sweater and track suit bottoms, which was slowly getting soaked
because the water was coming from the wet suit into the clothing. And here’s the interesting thing…
all he did was mention once to the lady that he had been caught in the downpour that had happened a
few hours ago and it was accepted at face value!
So Andrew knew for sure that that downpour had happened specifically to help him be in kind of
camouflage, so to speak. He had no doubt about it that that water had come… that that rain had come
down specifically to have him be able to say those words, that “I got caught in the downpour and that’s
why my clothes are wet.” And his sweater by this time was soaking, you know? So, they didn’t
question it at all. Nothing. Nothing happened even though he was walking ‘round leaving little wet
puddles around.
But be that as it may, he ended up at the place where he needed to be at 3.30 in the morning. Had a
place to stay, got showered which is where he took off his wet suit, took a picture of it as well with his
iPad, and got up the next morning and went to the bus stop dressed up in the clothes that he would be
actually appearing in front of Marie with and just went there with his knapsack at… he got there at
8.30 in the morning. Andrew had actually booked the ticket and everything for the place where he was
staying and the bus prior to him leaving so he was on a time schedule: to get to Windsor, to get to the
other side at a certain time, etc, and with the place where he was staying the night he had to be there by
a certain time so that he could then use the pin code or the door code to get in. So, all this was being
done to a timeline, you know? And again, everything happened the way it was meant to happen and
there were no problems whatsoever. He got on that bus, he got to Chicago, and a friend of his, David,
picked him up, and here’s where something else interesting happens.
Andrew is given an idea of how he needs to present himself and he sees something which he doesn’t
have which is a pair of boots. A pair of Italian boots. These are shoes up to the ankle. And he thinks,
“Well, I’ve got those at my friends house in Toronto, but how am I going to get them over here?” He
doesn’t think much of it, he just knows that he needs to wear a pair of boots with the stuff that he’s
wearing.
So, David picks him up. David takes Andrew to see Derek, another friend of Andrew’s, they go and
have lunch in South Chicago, at a really nice place, Steak and…. what’s it called…. Andrew told me
the name but I can’t remember the name of it, and after that David takes Andrew towards Derek’s
house when David has a flat tire. Now the flat tire needs to be changed obviously because you can’t get
anywhere, so David has a spare in the trunk of his car and the trunk of his car is full of stuff, just full of
stuff. Some of it is garbage and some of it isn’t, it’s just stuff that David has in his trunk which is all
over the place and there’s a whole bunch of it and he’s saying that there’s no way that [all] this should

be here and so he actually gets through to the wheel, but while he’s doing that he comes across a pair
of Italian boots! Giorgio Armani. And he says to Andrew, “Here, do you need these?” And Andrew
looks at him, looks at the boots ‘cos they are the exact same thing that he’s seen in his mind and says,
“Yeah, I could do with them.” And he doesn’t even try them on ‘cos he knows that they will fit. He
later tries them on at Derek’s house and find that they fit perfectly. They’re a little bit snug but they
end up fitting his feet just the way they should.
Now, Andrew knows that if that flat tire had never of happened these shoes or those boots would never
have been given to him. [?????? – probably the missing audio was, ‘Here is another example of
life…’] following through, on helping Andrew, you know? And I’ve…. the boots I’ve seen, they look
really cool and look very similar to Andrew’s shoes in Toronto. So there is an example of a need being
met in a very unexpected way. Didn’t have to go out and buy anything, didn’t have to go and…
Andrew didn’t have to go and have something sent to him, it just happened, you know? And then the
tire was changed and everything was fine and the tire was actually a full sized tire, so that was quite
interesting.
So Andrew then stays at Derek’s home for that night and what happens with Derek’s… on Derek’s
side is that he has a friend call up at four o’clock in the morning who has just been caught or stopped
with some marijuana, in possession of some marijuana. So she actually is… is given a ticket and she
needs to get her vehicle out of the impound the next day which is the day that Andrew needs to get to
where he needs to get to, to present the rose to Marie. And Andrew looks at this and sees that there’s,
you know, influences that are now getting involved that he doesn’t feel very happy about. But Derek is
able to hold his end of the bargain, he was able to deal with his friends situation and all of them leave
Chicago, which is where Derek’s friend goes to court, at about four in the afternoon. They make their
way to the city where… or the town where Marie lives, picks up the flowers which have been specially
ordered and then Derek deposits Andrew and the flowers where Marie works. And Andrew meets the
boss of Marie at the time allotted which is about six o’clock in the afternoon or in the evening and is
told to [wait] in the cafeteria and when it’s time he goes and presents the flowers and says a little
speech.
Now the human aspect of all this is where it kind of unravels in a way because Marie is very upset and
very angry at what Andrew has done, the danger of what he did and the fact that he’s in the country
illegally. So…. it’s actually unpredictable that she sees that what Andrew did was quite unpredictable
and she very upset. And there’s a whole bunch of stuff that has to be dealt with because Marie’s
daughter is at home with her baby who is also not very happy about having Andrew come and visit,
especially the way it was done and this is going to the secular world again. It’s like people are not able
to see things for what they really are. They have these fears, they have these ways of doing things, they
have… they have their own way of living that unfortunately has come under the yoke of [a] godless
society where you have Man’s laws in the world creating havoc, destruction, murder, mayhem and all
the other stuff that goes with it.
And here is a Man who has put his life into the hands of God and has followed through on what he has
been shown to do because he himself wants to do it. But to do it he has do all these various things. He
has to follow through on things that he’s not comfortable with. He has to do things that cause him a lot
of emotional disturbance, a lot of trauma. He has to unravel his own world to get to that point of being
able to do what he had to do. And its not bad. It’s just the way that it is, you know? When one embarks
on something you are having to deal with not only your own emotional stuff, your own emotional
traumas, but also your own habits, your own routines, your own way of thinking, your own way of
interacting with people. But you also have to deal with others, you have to deal with their way of…

how they live their… how they live in their life, how they live in their world which can be very
difficult.
This is where people fail a lot of the time. It’s in the human interaction component. When they
actually do things in terms of action, doing things to get somewhere, then a lot of them succeed. But
when it comes to interacting with another individual there’s a lot of failure because of the screw-ups
that occur between people, the influences that are hidden from each other that people don’t know about
that mess up the communication from one individual to another, especially the communication
between two people who have a tremendous amount of love [for each other].
There is an entity on this planet or is influencing this planet that does not want any type of love or
closeness that Marie and Andrew had to manifest in the world. Elrisse has actually mentioned to me
that… I think it was, what… last week? or actually mentioned to Andrew… actually she mentioned it
to me too, there is a lot of…. there are many, many couples, especially on a forum called Project
Avalon, which is run by a gentleman called Bill Ryan, a lot of couples have been experiencing
breakups, a lot of stresses, distresses, traumas, because these are the couples that are providing a light
to the world. They are the ones that are going to be the light… that are the light bearers, or that will be
the light bearers for others and they are getting heavily, heavily attacked. The reason being is because
their love energy, it goes out into the world and helps others. This is the type of dynamic that Andrew
and Marie had and they still have. They have… the basic foundation of their Beingness is the
tremendous love they have for each other, even though Marie may not recognise that as such now
because she feels that she’s moved on.
Having listened to both sides of the story my question to Marie is, “If you’ve moved on, why is it that
you visit Andrew at night and spend time in his Universe? There’s something that is happening when
you are asleep where you visit him a lot of the time, and therefore on some level you may think that
you’ve moved on but you really haven’t. You are still living in his Universe, in Andrew’s Universe,
and you may not recognise that and that’s fine, that’s fine. That’s your choice. But I’m just letting you
know that there’s [another aspect of this] which can be looked at and it can be a source of sustenance
for you and a source of comfort in what may happen in the future that you are now moving towards.
So, having looked at the information I feel that, yes, the physical aspect of you has moved on, but the
spiritual aspect is still there living within Andrew’s Universe and getting sustenance from him and
getting the comfort and the nurturing that on the spiritual level you may not be getting from this new
individual in your life. That’s just a viewpoint. If anyone else has another viewpoint please, you know,
call in, put up your hand and share your experiences and I’m not saying anything with any malicious,
I’m just giving you some information about may be or may not be occurring.”
But I recognise that the [love] that Marie and Andrew have as a couple is one of those relationships
which are being attacked by this other entity and this is what other couples in their thousands are
experiencing. because right now there is an all out attack on the world: psychically, psychotronically,
spiritually, there’s all out war going on right now and Elrisse deals with this stuff every single day and
out of all the people that I know she is the only one that I know of that deals with this stuff in the way
that she does. To her this is as real as everyone that’s listening going about their life and interacting
with people on the physical level. So there’s an awful lot of stuff that goes on that we don’t see. And
the disruption of very special relationships is one of those aspects that are being destroyed and Andrew
is just a… how shall I put it? [he feels] remorse or distress about the fact that he was not strong enough
to withstand what he went through because he knows that those words that came out of his mouth on
the 16th of April should never come out of his mouth.

But be that as it may, he’s dealing with it. He’s seeing that Marie is a very, very strong influence in his
life and he is very grateful for that, [he’s] very protective of that relationship and he knows that he and
she will still be in communication from here in out. In what way? Minimum, as friend and he knows
that that can change and whether or not it does he knows that the love that he has for Marie is
something that no other man has. He knows that for himself, and it has been indicated to him on the
spiritual level that Marie knows that too even though Marie physically or consciously may not think
that any more.
So, this whole journey came to an end, sort of, for Andrew when the repercussions of his meeting
Marie occurred. It kind of came to an end for him on the physical level but he had to then make his
way back to Canada. He did everything in his power to show Marie that he loved her and that was his
only purpose, is to present himself in front of Marie and say, “I love you. Do you have any doubts that
I love you?” And eventually Marie has said to him, no she doesn’t. So she knows that he loves her and
that lie that was there in her Universe has been knocked out. That’s what Andrew hopes. He senses that
there may be still some residual doubt, but he has done the best he could to knock out the lie that was
there. He also was able to provide her with a piece of jewellery that he had no idea would actually be
with him because of the… because of the … first of all because of the amount of money it cost and
then by the fact that Marie does have difficulty accepting gifts. And this piece of jewellery was a topaz
pendant with diamonds and there’s a matching set of earrings.
Now, when Andrew went and actually found this he wasn’t actually intending to buy any jewellery at
all! It was another one of these instances where he went with the flow. He went into the jewellery shop
locally to look at getting… to look at finding out how to get a watch fixed. So he walked into the
jewellery store… oooh must have been about… from what he is saying, about 2 months ago? A month
ago? Or 6 weeks ago? And went in there with the intent to get an idea of how much it would cost to
have this watch fixed.
So, when he was in there he began to look around, thinking, “Oh, maybe I am here for another reason.”
And when he did he discovered this pendant, which was to him, very, very beautiful and it was cut
very unusually. It had a what they call a ‘fire cut’ which means that underneath the jewel, that was the
main piece, which was the topaz, it was cut in such a way that when you looked from the top it looked
like a little sunburst. It didn’t have the regular facets, it had facets which emanated from the middle,
out. And the immediate thought that he had was, “Wouldn’t this look beautiful on Marie?” And then
he had a sinking feeling thinking that ‘oh, he couldn’t afford this.’
But he went ahead and put money down on it. And he was working with someone at the time called
Ron, a friend of his called Ron, on a website that Ron was putting together, and he’d been working
with Ron for the last year and a half and one of the last times he worked with Ron before leaving,
actually Ron came and picked him up, Andrew spent a day with Ron working with him and then
Andrew asked Ron whether he could have a forward payment for the work that he would do with Ron
in the future and Ron refused when he found out how much Andrew was looking for. Yet by the end of
the day, Andrew doesn’t know to this day what changed, but by the end of day Ron went to his bank
and took out quite a large number of dollars, I’m not going to say how much it is because it will spoil
the gift for Marie. But basically Ron took out a big chunk of money for Andrew to purchase that
jewellery with. So there is another example of life assisting Andrew in something that he was [wanting
to do] because what he was seeing was that if Marie had any doubts that he loved her then this would
show her another additional proof that he did.

Marie was very aware of Andrew’s situation and, you know, Andrew does not work regular hours so
she knew that it was not easy for him to do what he did. And yes, the gift was… Marie attempted to
give back the gift because she felt that she couldn’t accept it and Andrew did say that ‘This is for you.
[This had come from a] pure place within him’ and she accepted that and kept it.
So after that presentation Marie took Andrew home and told her daughter that Andrew was here and
that’s where it kind of became very upsetting for everyone; the unexpectedness of it all, the
uncomfortableness with the daughter about having someone in the house that was not in the country
legally and she was protecting her child, yes, I understand that, and that’s the way it happened. The
daughter’s husband then took Andrew to a hotel locally and Andrew spent the night there which wasn’t
in his plans, he’d expected to be able to stay at Marie’s house and be able to talk to her about various
things, etc. That didn’t happen.
So, the next day Marie came and picked Andrew up from the hotel around 2 o’clock in the afternoon
and they went down to the storage unit where Andrew had a lot of his stuff. Andrew had brought over
a lock picking kit which he wasn’t able to get to work because he was too nervous and too distraught to
be able to do that. Whereas at home Andrew had been able to get the same lock and pick in 4 minutes.
So he thought that at the time he would be able to do it very easily. But he wasn’t and he was very
upset that he couldn’t see his belongings again. He wasn’t sure when he would see them.
But be that as it may, Andrew and Marie… well, Marie took Andrew to the train station and on the
way they talked and Andrew made sure that Marie understood that he loved her and that’s really what
he wanted to come over to do. And that was acknowledged and they left very, very good friends. They
gave very warm hugs to each other and Andrew went back to Chicago and then got the bus to Detroit
and then spent the time, three days, recovering and recuperating while his body kind of prepared for
the journey back.
And while Andrew was in Detroit more amazing things continued to happen. He knew that he had to
get food to sustain himself and his body and there was a WalMart 7 miles west, in Dearborn, of where
he was and he began walking, the day after he arrived, he began walking towards that WalMart
because he didn’t have any money left in terms of… most of the money he had in terms of cash was
gone. His credit card was going to be used to buy the necessary goods to get the life preservers again
for the way back. So he began walking towards the WalMart that was 7 miles away.
Now, on the way he was walking past a set of traffic lights and at these lights, they happened to be red
at the time he was walking by them, and at the front of the queue of cars that were there, there was a
truck that had its window open on its passenger side. So without even thinking, Andrew walked over
and asked the chap, who was in his late 60’s, “Are you going anywhere near Dearborn, up the road, 7
miles up the road? To the WalMart up there.” And the chap looked at him and said, “Yeah. I’m going
that way. Jump in!” No qualms. Nothing. Just: a need was met without any problems whatsoever. I
mean, the humanness in us would say, I would say to Andrew, “How the hell did you… why did you
do that? You could of had a… You don’t know that chap! You don’t know him! Why did you take the
risk of going into a vehicle?” And there’s all these things that people will think of. The fear. The, “Oh,
you shouldn’t do that because he’s a stranger.” The audacity of it all, you know? “How can it be that I
can go and ask someone to do that?”, you know?
All these things will come out of people. That’s living in the secular world… is that you believe that
you are by yourself and that you don’t have anyone around to help. You live under God’s Grace… this
sort of thing always happens. You will not have a day go by where something of a miraculous nature

occurs if you put yourself in the way of doing something. When I say in the way of doing… Its like if
you’re doing something in Life and you need help don’t get in the way of getting that help. If you have
someone turn up, don’t question why you ask them, “Can you help me?” Its something that is not easy
to do because we are being brought up from when we were children, “Don’t talk to strangers,” “Don’t
get in strange cars,” “ Don’t do this,” “Don’t do that.” It’s like, “Don’t…” “Don’t…” “Don’t…” or
there’s always a stop put on us doing something.
If we want to get a business off the ground we are told, “Go and get a business plan done.” You see,
that’s the secular way of doing things. That’s the stuff that you do without God’s will or without God’s
Grace in your life. When you have God’s Grace in your life you can do what I… what I’m hearing
Andrew do, which is walking up to a stranger and saying, “Are you going somewhere where I’m
going? Can I come with you?” And God will not let you down.
Now, here’s where, personally, I have had an experience when I was hitch hiking in Scotland and I
may have mentioned this before. I was hitch hiking up in Scotland from ’85 to ’86. I got up there is
December of ’85 and I left Scotland in December of ’86 and in the meantime I did do some hitch
hiking between England and Scotland. And in August of ’86 when I went to see my mother for the first
time and I told her what I’d been doing, I was hitch hiking and I was using the tourists as a taxi service
to get to where I wanted to get to, she came out with a statement. She said, “Aren’t you afraid of being
in a bad situation when you’re hitch hiking?” And I said, “Well, what do you mean?” And she said,
“Well, aren’t you afraid of being attacked or something, or something going wrong?” I said, “No. It
never crossed my mind.” But from that point on, I began to think about what she had said. And lo and
behold the next time I came down from Scotland, the first ride I got from Edinburgh, out of Edinburgh,
I mean I was literally dropped off in Inverness got, down to Edinburgh and I was let off at the
motorway down there, or up there, and I caught a[nother] ride [down].
And what happened was within 30 seconds, that man had grabbed my genitals and said, “If you don’t
give me a blow job, I’m going to let you out the next exit.” And I said, “Let me out the next exit.” But
he literally grabbed my balls and that’s the first ever time I’ve have had any type of experience like
that. I can attribute it to taking on board someone else’s idea of what it was like to hitch hike. My
mother was fearful that something would happen to me and here I was creating an experience, which I
knew that I had created because of my own thoughts, about something happening to me. That has
never happened since because I acknowledged it for what it was, that it was someone else’s fear that
had got into my universe. And I’ve hitch hiked… this was back in ’86. I’ve hitch hiked many times
since then and not once has that ever happened again. I’ve heard about it happening to other people, I
mean, you hear about it all the time on the… you know, not all the time, but you have movies made
about women going kissing because they’re hitch hiking, you know? Or something happening to them.
Women being raped, people being beaten up, people having their vehicles stolen by hitch hikers. I
mean, all this stuff is going on, every day, around the world, you know? That doesn’t happen to me
now because I don’t have those thoughts in my mind.
Now, I mentioned about the fact that Andrew had to do some attitude drills where he had to get rid of
certain attitudes and feelings that he had about this trip. With my understanding of how the universe
works, if Andrew would not have done those drills he would have been dead, because both times when
he was crossing that river, tankers went by that if he would have been in the water at different times
those tankers would of hit him. But because he did those attitude drills and changed the thoughts that
he had about what he was doing, he was able to do what he did without any problems.

And its ….. I wouldn’t recommend everyone do this sort of stuff because there is a… you know, from
what I am hearing, there is a procedure that one has to go through to rid one’s self off of these
thoughts. If you don’t that… if you do something with fear in it, like you’re afraid that you’ll die of
doing something then that’s what’s going to happen because you’re drawing that into you. How else
can I put it? I think I’ve done a pretty good job in explaining my own personal experience up in
Scotland, about taking on someone else’s fear, and what’s happening in the world today is that people
are taking on board fear in big chunks. And what am I talking about? I’m talking about the government
operations to do with Ebola, to do with bombing of ISIS, to do with terrorism. These are all
government instigated operations. Why? Because they are trying to get people to give the government
permission to do certain things in the world.
That’s the only reason why these sort of things occur because the powers that be, the people that run
government, know that they have to have the consent of the people, irrespective of how it has been
attained. It can be… that consent can be attained through deception, through fraud, through outright
lies, but it has to be obtained. Why? Because then they’ll be violating universal law, doing things
against people’s free will and they understand this stuff. So that’s why they set up scenarios whereby
people start crying out for protection or for help or for this or that, you know, whatever the case may
be. They are altering people’s perception of what they need, what they want and how they need to have
it or how they want it. So you’re having a lot of fear porn being bombarded at people because they
want to get those people to accept new laws or new rules that come in, new statutes that come in, that
diminish one’s capability to live a free life. You have now so many regulations regulating how you live
or how you build a home or how you drive or how you comport yourself from one place to another.
There’s all these rules, regulations and statutes now that deal with this stuff and it’s like a noose that’s
being slowly tightened around the neck of America.
America is the last bastion of freedom and the people that hate that are the European Royalty and
therefore they are now using every which way possible to get people to accept vaccinations. [The]
scare of them all at the moment is Ebola. Very simple way of dealing with Ebola. You take a lot of
vitamin C. If you look at http://jimstonefreelance.com that is the website that came out with this
information the first time. I have a whole bunch of that information and I will be putting it up on my
forum for today just to give you a…. this is kind of separate to what we’re talking about today, but if
I’m talking about this then I want to provide the reference to that information.
So, try and get back on track here. By providing this story in its rawest form I’m sharing with people
secrets that are not really secrets but it’s a way of living. If you live under God’s Grace these miracles
which people would… when they listen to this show that’s what they would call these little things that
have happened, these miracles will occur and become an everyday occurrence in your life. I’ve
experienced it myself. Andrew’s gone through it too, you know? He’s been on this journey where he
has experienced a tremendous amount of help from people and all it is, is God moving through them,
you know? And God moves through everyone if they recognise it.
The same God that Marie prayed to about this trip is the same God that got me to talk to Andrew about
what he did and got Andrew to do what he did in his way. It’s the same God, you know? There’s no
different God. What I’m also trying to put across is this one thing: One God communicates to us….
how shall I put this…? According to Elrisse there is an awful lot of interference on this communication
line, between men, women, children and God and God to men, women and children. There is a
tremendous amount of interference that happens upon this one line. So, it can be… I’ve said that the
same God that communicated to Andrew also communicated to Marie but there’s also the caveat that
that line is also interfered with. So it’s up to an individual to discern what communication comes back,

where it came from, and who is communicating. That is so difficult when you are lacking information
in this day and age because there’s just so much shit going on that it can be so hard to discern what is
what. And even Andrew gets stung by this, you know? because of what he went through. I get stung by
this because of what I’ve been through and all people that I see around me are getting hurt by the fact
that they don’t have a full understanding of what is going in Life, you know? Twenty percent of what
we…. what we see in the world is twenty percent, approximately, of what’s going on in the universe,
you know, in a way that affects us as human beings. Eighty percent is hidden. It’s the stuff that is not
seen. It’s the influences that we can’t feel, we can’t see, we can’t touch, we can’t taste, you know?
These are the…. the eighty percent is what gets to us because of that aspect of it.
So, getting back on track here… so as I was saying… Andrew got to step into a stranger’s vehicle and
was taken to the WalMart where he was able to buy the stuff that he needed to buy. But before he did
that he went and had a meal at an Olive Garden and that’s where he found his credit card wouldn’t
work. So he actually sorted it out by going to the Target next door and found that they had put a block
on his credit card because of the unusual…. the fact that it was in a foreign country that the
transactions were being done, you know? [So he got this sorted out and went back to the Olive Garden]
and had a humongous meal to replenish a lot of the energy and matter that he’d been used up. Then he
went back over to Target and bought a whole bunch of food with the gift cards that Marie had provided
him as gifts. Provided for him as gifts. You know, this is the way the world works. [You can have
something that] was bought for you a long, long time ago and then at some point you’ll use it.
So, when you have things happening in your life which you don’t really fully understand it could be
that whatever is going on, like if you’re bought presents that you don’t know if you’ll be able to use
them, put them aside. Keep them and you’ll find that you’ll probably use them at some point in the
future. that’s what happened with Andrew. He recognised that these cards were going to be used. He
took them with him and he didn’t realise that…. he thought that he was going to be buying crappy
food. But in the meantime, Target in America have taken on board organic food. So the first time he
used them, the cards, was when he was in Chicago when he found out that the Target in Chicago was
just incredibly well stocked with organic foods and fruit and vegetables, etc. So he bought stuff which
was very good for his body.
So, back in Dearborn he had this meal, went to Target and bought a whole bunch of stuff for himself
and was left with about six dollars out of forty odd dollars that there were on these gift cards. Then he
found that the amount of food that he had purchased was too heavy for him. So he took a shopping cart
and actually went and put all his stuff into a shopping cart and walked half a mile over to WalMart
with it. Now, he had to figure out how to get back to where he needed to go to without being pulled
over for vagrancy or whatever it was that may have happened.
But after he got to WalMart he bought what he needed and he also found that there were two life
preservers, or floatation devices, left. Things that he had never considered using before. Like there was
a square piece of foam covered in nylon and there was a life preserver that cost more than the two that
he had purchased before. But he bought those two anyway and a whole bunch of other stuff like more
webbing, more strapping and duct tape and whatever else he needed. That came to about $81 and he
basically used up his money in his credit card. Then he put all that stuff in his shopping cart and he
walked back 7 miles to the place where he was staying.
And on the way, he knew that he had to kind of keep cool so that he would not be stopped by the
police, or whatever, and as he was walking past Target and down a side street, he came across a
gentleman called Brad. This was a young African American who was about 23 years old, this is what

Brad told Andrew in the end, and this was just someone whom Andrew saw walking down the road in
his own direction, in the same direction that he was going, and began talking with him. He found out
that Brad was what he called… he called himself a drifter, and Andrew called him a traveler, and they
just talked and they talked for four miles worth of walking. And Andrew told Brad in the end what he
was doing and why and Brad believed him because he himself had experiences in his life which were
similar.
So, here you have two strangers meeting in the middle of Dearborn who have similar… not similar
experiences, but they understand each other, you know? And everything works out. Brad has to go off
on his own at some point after four miles has been walked and then Andrew keeps on going, goes past
two police cars, no problems there, and he gets back to where he was staying and then spends the three
days recuperating. And then he has to figure out where he needs to come back over.
So he has to figure out because when he was coming over to America he drifted downriver about a
mile. So he looked on the map and looked for an area where it was a mile upriver on the American
side. And eventually he found a place which was near a quarry pit and it was a public open space and
so he knew he had to get there and it was about 5 miles walking distance. So he knew that he would
either be walking or someone would drop him off. he just didn’t think about it. He just knew that
something would occur to get him there.
So as he was recuperating there was a new gentleman that came from Spain that kind of appeared on
the scene and Andrew overheard that gentleman talking about the fact that he’s driven from
Washington State, or whatever, so he… Andrew knows that he has a car. So after the formalities are
completed where this young chap, whose name is Juan, from Spain, he gets talking to him and then
asks him if, you know, he could provide some help for a particular day where, you know, if Juan is still
around that he could take him to where he needs to go and Juan says ‘Yes’.
Now the interesting thing is that Juan checks out of the place where he’s staying but actually comes
back at the time that was agreed upon with Andrew and Juan and Juan takes him to where he needs to
go and Andrew goes over into some wild…. onto the wild land and goes into the bushes for two hours.
This is what he was indicated to do. And he tells Juan ‘Thank you very much’ and just lets him know
that he’s going to be swimming back across the river to Canada. And Juan looks at him and doesn’t say
much and just drives off. This kind of worries Andrew in a way because he’s thinking that the guy
might actually ring the authorities but nothing happens. And this is again the human aspect kicking in,
you know? Andrew being afraid of something happening whereas on the journey nothing like this had
happened. No bad stuff has happened at all.
So Andrew hangs out for like two hours as the sun goes down then the command comes, you know,
“Get ready.” So he does. He gets ready, he dresses up in [his] wet suit, reverses it so that its dark navy
on the outside and it then is indicated [to] “Get going.” So he did! He walks about ½ a mile to the
rivers edge, takes off his socks and just goes in and starts swimming.
Now that night the river is very, very calm and very little current at all, if any and so Andrew swims
across in less than an hour and goes just about directly forward, or directly across, so he doesn’t drift
downstream at all. So he spends the next 2 ½ hours swimming downstream to the point at which he
had entered to go to America because that’s where his bike was. And he is able to do that. Two and a
half hours later he comes to the billboard which he recognises and as he is approaching the rocks that
he had stepped on to go into the water to go over to America his legs cramp up.

So his body has done the best it has been able to do and it basically peters out right at the point of
where he starts his… where he starts getting out of the water. And one aspect of this trip back…
Andrew found that he had a thought or an attitude that came out of nowhere while he was in mid-swim
and the thought was ‘I’ll die.’ So in the middle of the water, or the river, Andrew has to process
himself out of this thought or attitude and it was actually [done] very, very quickly. It was over and
done with in just seconds. The thought that came in was ‘Ill die’ and then Andrew said, “No, I won’t”
and that was the end of it and he continued swimming.
When he got to the other side he looked back and there was a tanker that went the other way to the way
that it had gone when he was going over to America. It could be that the tanker was the same. It may
have been, it may not have been but Andrew looked at that and knew that that tanker had had his
number on it and by doing what he did and [processing himself in the water] he knew that he had
avoided it. Without a shadow of a doubt he had changed his future again. So… and he also looked at
the timeline as well and saw that whatever pressure he was feeling to get into the water and swim, if he
hadn’t of felt that and dilly dallied around and just hung around and questioned what he was doing that
would have been the end of him.
Be that as it may, he was able to keep swimming south downriver, get to the point where he was able
to then get out of the water, and just after his legs started cramping up, and was able to get dressed.
And found again that his knapsack was soaked because he wasn’t able… he didn’t figure out how, but
the water somehow got in there. So he put on soaking wet shorts, socks, tee-shirt and shirt, found his
bicycle helmet, climbed over the fence, got his bike which was still there and went to the nearest
McDonald’s to let Marie know that he’d made it back. And he let Elrisse know and his sister know
that…. you know, those people who had been involved with him in getting him over.
So everyone was told that he’d made it back and then that’s where he began to realise that he had to
come back… he had to get back home a different way. His body had done the best it could but it had
basically used up everything that it had. He felt really kind of tired and had to take it easy. So he
realised that he would have to hitch hike back. So he spent… he found a Tim Horton’s and spent
between midnight and 9am at the Tim Horton’s and then started riding his bike. He found that it was
not easy to find a place to get a ride. Eventually he got a ride just on the outskirts of Windsor after
accidentally getting on the 401 highway. He had to get off it, [and] go some other route but he
eventually got to a road coming out of Windsor and at some point he couldn’t go any further and he
stopped.
And a gentleman who was local [stopped and] took him to road called Manning Road where the traffic
was much better which was about 15 minutes up the road and the a gentleman called Norm came by
with a Pontiac Aztec and he was a newly married young man. He picked Andrew up and took him to
St. Joachim, a town about 30 minutes down the road. And then Andrew rode a bit until he met a lady
who was… who had a van, buying fruit and veg at a farm stand on the road. And Andrew asked her
how far it was to Tilbury, and it was…. she said it was about 15 km, but also said that she was going
near there and Andrew, without thinking, asked her would she be willing to take him along. She said,
“OK, as long as the bike fits.” And again, the bike had to be fit in a way that the handlebars had to be
completely turned around to the forks. So that’s about the third time that the bike had to be put into a
location where the handlebars were not square with the forks. And lo and behold this woman
eventually took Andrew to the Tim Horton’s in Tilbury which is where he had been let off on the way
in towards Windsor.

And he had a little bit of difficulty leaving Tilbury. [It] Took him about 2 hours to get a ride but he was
down a country road just outside Tilbury when he stopped and stuck his thumb out and a gentleman
from Chatham picked him up who worked in Tilbury. Now this gentleman was from St. Lucia. He was
the only black male in that… in Chatham, that was from that country. And he said something very
interesting. He said, “I don’t normally take this route. I would normally go on the highway.” But he
said, “For some reason, don’t know why… “ and there was Andrew waiting to be picked up.
Now from Chatham, the last person of the day that helped Andrew was a 68 year old woman called
Judy who had a big luxurious Pontiac. You know, leather seats and everything. She was able to have
Andrew load the bike, minus its front wheel, into the back seat and she then dropped him off on the
eastern outskirts of a town called Blenheim. This is where another interesting event occurred.
Andrew was dropped off outside a hardware store called Home Hardware which was about 200 yards
west of a place called Tom’s Discount Rentall and about half an hour after Andrew was let off, this
was now like 5 o’clock on the afternoon, a truck stopped up the road for Andrew and it was 200 yards
up the road. So Andrew had to gather his belongings and stagger up the road to the truck which had
just stopped. And the truck [driver] asked where Andrew was going and Andrew said that he was
trying to get to St. Catherines and the driver said, “Well, it’s best if you stay here because we’re just
going up the road.” So Andrew said, “Fine. That’s fine with me.”
The truck drove off and Andrew was situated 200 yards further up the road opposite Tom’s Discount
Rentall. And there was a gentleman there mowing the lawn around the property and that gentleman,
who’s name eventually became known as Mike, walked over to Andrew and gave him some lights for
him, you know, a torch and red light for the bike, and he also mentioned the fact that, you now, after
finding out what Andrew was doing he said, “Well, if you need a place to stay, I live across the road
here and you are very welcome to come over and spend the night.” And the human part in Andrew
said, “Oh, shit. I’m going to be taking advantage of someone,” or something along those lines. And
after getting over that human reaction and the humbleness of the situation, Andrew realised that he had
been deliberately put in that position because of the way the truck prior had stopped and he’d had to
move up the road a few hundred yards, that he’d been positioned in that situation so that he could have
Mike come over and talk to him and offer him shelter and protection.
So, half an hour later after Andrew had figured out all this stuff, or an hour and a half, I’m not sure
what Andrew’s timeline was on this, Andrew ended up having a beef stew at Mike’s table. And in
exchange Andrew told Mike the story of what he has been doing. The next morning all of Andrew’s
clothes were washed and cleaned and stacked neatly on the drier by Mike. Mike had made up his own
bed and given it over to Andrew and Mike had slept in his front room. And Andrew had, for the first
time in over three months, the best sleep he’s ever had. He slept for 10 hours solid and he that this
person, named Mike, was a very good soul because of the fact that he was able to sleep for so long and
recover somewhat. And Andrew was very, very grateful to having had another individual help him that
day. And the fact that it was an individual that he didn’t know that…. he had read about these sort of
things happening back in, you know, 400 years ago in England but didn’t have any idea that this sort of
thing happened to this day, and he was very grateful. Mike made him a breakfast and Andrew then
went on his way about 8.30 in the morning.
And what Andrew did was he rode back to the highway that was 12 kilometers back towards where he
had come from when he was actually driven to the area he had been when he met Mike. He went all
the way back to the highway because [its] what he was shown to do. Around 10 o’clock a gentleman
called Scott and his son, Hunter, picked Andrew up next morning or that morning at 10.05 am in a red

GMC pickup that was towing a trailer and took him to London, or just on the east side of London,
which was… it’s a town on Ontario, and the gentleman said another interesting thing… he said that
he’d had bad experiences with hitch hikers before. Now, Andrew didn’t ask what had happened he just
made a note that this man, who had had a bad experience, had stopped for him and had picked him up
with his son in the vehicle. [He was] very grateful.
Andrew got out in London and then a couple called Marge and Jack then picked Andrew up in a blue
S10 Chevy pickup and drove him to Highway 24 and interestingly enough Marge was the one that was
driving and she was driving actually quite fast, 140 kms down the road in a 100 km/h zone! And when
Andrew got to Highway 24 he saw that it was not an easy corner or an entrance because there was a lot
of road works going on. But half an hour later or an hour later a gentleman called Dave picks up
Andrew in a [mini]Van which was towing an open trailer which Andrew’s bike was put [in] and then
Dave took him to Brantford. And in Brantford he was let off right by the entrance to the highway and
about 5 or 10 minutes later a gentleman called Hoss…, I’m not going to give out last names because
even though I have been given them by Andrew, I don’t want anyone to come in from the government
and start poking their nose in this stuff, but his first name was Hoss. He picked Andrew up and he said
another interesting thing. “I’ve never picked a hitch hiker up before!” And that’s what he said to
Andrew. And lo and behold Hoss goes and drops Andrew off on Highway 20, 40 kms from his house,
in a place called Winslow, in the middle of nowhere actually, but because Andrews’ living under
God’s Grace he is taken care of.
The last person that day to help Andrew was a gentleman called Harold and he picked up Andrew
about an hour later and Harold told Andrew that he had a few things to do, so Andrew spent most of….
from what?... 4 o’clock in the afternoon to 9 o’clock in the evening going about with Harold while he
did his business. And in the end Harold took Andrew on a tour of the area where Andrew lived and
Andrew, in exchange, told his story while sitting outside Andrew’s house on the back of the tailgate of
the truck that he had been taken in. And in the end Harold said something quite, quite touching to
Andrew… “I have to thank you for what you have told me. I feel very different today than I have ever
had in my life and thank you for that.” So, in a way Andrew gave in exchange fully what he had been
given by Harold. And Harold is going to be a friend of mine, a friend of mine and Andrew’s, for the
rest of our lives I think.
So this is the story that I wanted to share with you guys today: of a guy who loves a woman, and he’ll
love [this] woman to the day he dies, and the story of a woman who’s starting afresh, and actually I
spoke to Marie earlier today before the show and there’s a bit of a hiccup on her end. She was actually
expected to leave home around 5.30 – 6.30 this morning and I called her up about 9.30 and found out
that she was still at home having to deal with things. So I was hoping that she’ll be able to be listening
in while she drove down to her new life but it turns out that Life has conspired to have it another way.
So Marie has not been able to be on the call because of the situation she finds herself in where she has
to somehow deal with whatever’s going on for her. I, as Christopher, wish her very well and so does
Andrew. Andrew loves her very, very much and wants to say, you know, that he wishes you very much
a good life and he is sorry for any bad words that he may have said towards you at any time in the past
but he is here for you as a friend and he will always be there as a friend for you at least.
So people, there’s a lot that one can learn from Andrew’s trip. We are still living in a world which has
good people in it and those people have not diminished one iota. They are out there. You are not alone
and none of you are alone. At any point, any one of you who feels alone can go out the door with the
intent of meeting someone wonderful and you will meet that person. It may be for that one time, it may
be for an hour, a minute, a moment, or it could be for a lifetime. But that individual who is walking

God’s path is there, is out there somewhere and each one of you have the capability of creating that in
your life. There are many, many people that on Andrew’s journey showed their true nature. They were
living in God’s Grace, they had a spark of God in them, as everyone does, but a lot of people now,
because of what’s happening around the world, they have forgotten that. They have a belief that God
doesn’t exist, that there is no God because of all the atrocities that are going on.
Well, here’s the thing. What Andrew experienced is open to anyone. Anyone at all can have the
wonderful experiences that he has had and you may have completely different experiences to what
Andrew had. You may have some hiccups, some bad stuff happening but remember that it’s your
thoughts that create your future. If you have an idea that something’ll happen to you and you have the
idea that that happening will be a bad thing then that’s what’s going to happen because that’s what you
create.
I will be putting up the attitude drills (subsequently taken down at Elrisse’s request) and the
instructions of how to do them on the forum which is going to be for today’s show. It’s going to be
matrixfiles.com, hit the forum link and you go to today’s show which is the 30th September and you
will have the attitude drills that were given to me, posted for all of you to have as well.
And there’s now actually quite a large community of people on Skype that are helping each other with
these drills. It’s free of charge, there’s no special requirements to do them. All you have to have is a
willingness to go inside and bring out that pain that you are experiencing or that trauma or that distress
and just let it be. Let it come out and it’s not easy.
I’ve got someone that posted here (in the Skype room that I have for the show) I’ll just read out if
that’s ok with you (speaking to the poster)… let me know if it’s ok with you. Someone who’s posting
here… it’s quite true.
“Some would say that this was a case of being in the right place at the right time but most
definitely your journey, in my opinion, was one of Divine Intervention initiated by you, your
true self.”
And that’s true. Everyone one of us has the capability of taking upon themselves a journey of the
proportions that Andrew himself did. And the lies that are promoted in the world is the lie of ‘it’s just
being in the right place at the right time.’ Because that tells others that it all happens by chance. There
is nothing in chance about what happened to Andrew. Everything that happened to him was done…
was because a) he need to be in a place at a certain time and b) Life, God, whatever you want to call it,
whatever you call that aspect of something that’s bigger than us, supported him 100& of the way. It
protected him. Let’s see now….. (reading a Skype room post) … Yes, Ok. [The above post] its
changed to…
“…. but most definitely Andrew’s journey, in my opinion, was one of Divine
Intervention initiated by him, his true self.”
That’s right. Yes. I can’t remember what I read before.
But I keep knocking on this and…. I’ve also been thanked for sharing this story. Well, you’re very
welcome and it was something that I felt needed to be shared because there is so much shit that is
going on in the world and this sort of story is needed. It’s not my story to keep to myself or Andrew’s
story to keep to himself, because he’s the one that told me it, it’s a story to be shared for millions.

Because they themselves…. you know, everyone on this planet has had something happen of this
nature or something like this, you know? And they haven’t really been able to understand… maybe
they haven’t been able to understand what it is, or they have and they have been reluctant to share it
because they’d be looked upon as crazy people. But this is a small part of Andrew’s life. It’s a very
important part of his life but it’s a very small part of it and yet look at the amazing things that
happened.
He was guided before he knew what he was going to do. He was being prepared for it. Some of the
stuff he told me was quite unusual in terms of his body dropped 20 lbs 2 or 3 weeks prior to having
undertaken this journey and he does not have ‘tire’ any more. He used to have but its now all gone. He
used to eat a lot of food and yet this came out the other end very quickly and that took all the fat out
with it, you know?
His sleeping habits have been different. He’s been sleeping a lot so his body was getting ready on that
level as well. So there are a lot of changes that’ve happened in his life and all because part of him
knew that this is what he would be doing. And so every aspect of who he was provided the support for
him to do what he needed to do. And it has come back [from ‘various’ sources] that he had to do this.
There was no two ways about it. It would have been a world that would have been worse if he would
not have done it. Just what he did has changed the world for the better and that may come across as a
bit of a strange statement but the more…. I don’t know how many people are going to be…. will have
listened to this story by the end of the week. I know this is a very unusual time in the day for people to
have listened to one of my shows but hopefully by the end of the week the ones who have listened to
my shows all the time will have listened to this and they hopefully will take on board what this story is
about and start looking at their lives and now say ‘No’ to the things that they have always wanted to
say ‘No’ to.
Instead of going along with everything, to start saying, “Enough is enough. I want to do something
with my life. I’m not going to be stopped from doing it any more.” Or if they have a trouble, a
difficulty in a job, leave that job knowing that you’ll be taken care of and you’ll get something else far
better. If people stop living in fear and began to undertake the sort of journey that Andrew ‘d
undertook [this world would] be a far better place for it because people would actually start seeing the
beauty of life and how things actually work in God’s world. In the secular world this stuff doesn’t
happen. There is fear. There is the unknowingness of who you are dealing with. There’s the aspect of
trying to figure out whether a person that you are coming across is a good or bad person, where[by]
none of this would actually occur; this fear, this angst, this concern about dealing with people,
wouldn’t be there if you were living within God’s Grace and you had all your thoughts sorted out for
yourself (referring to attitudes) or you dealt with them as they came up and instead of being unable to
deal with fears, reactions or situations that you find yourself in, if you’re able to deal with them and
handle them and have your thoughts pure about what you are doing, then not only will your life
improve dramatically but all the other people around would have their lives improve dramatically,
because once you do something then things happen around you.
Just as a personal example this story about me being in Scotland that was a big part of something that
happened in my life. Before I left I had a very bad relationship with my mother and I had never really
hugged my sisters before, but something happened. I shifted something out of me when I was in
Scotland, and I spent eight months up there and eventually began… I worked on myself a lot and by
changing my viewpoint on things or my thoughts on various items, I changed, without knowing it until
I actually experienced it, I changed the relationship between myself and my mother and my sisters.

When I came down [to London] after eight months of being away the relationship between my mother
and myself was completely different to what it was when I went up [to Scotland] and I gave my
sister… one of my sisters a hug and she started crying because I’d never done that before. But, you
know, all these relationships had shifted because I had worked on myself. So when you guys start
doing things on your own for your own benefit its starts affecting other people for the better.
There is still a lot of work that Andrew needs to do. He’s still going through a lot of emotional pain.
So, anyway, there’s another post here.
“We are so conditioned to think we must have a blueprint to follow, a strategic plan to get from
A to B, from A to point B, we want to see before we see.”
That’s true. That’s what these banks are doing. When you want to go into a bank to loan money
(should be ‘borrow money’) they want to know, “What’s your plan to pay it back?” If you want to get
a business loan you have to through hoops to put down on paper what your plan is, how you’re going
to present it to them, what are you going to be doing everyday or every month, or every year to pay
back this money. It’s pretty horrible because they take out the spontaneity out of life.
There are many examples that are not talked about or not even shown on the news about how people
do things because a) they have a desire to do something in their life and they actually do it without all
these traditional steps. It just happens for them. And I suspect that what they are doing is something
very similar to what Andrew does, or did, which is they have an idea and they just follow the yellow
brick road which is what Andrew did in his life with this journey. The yellow brick road is just the next
step that he was shown to do and it created an experience for him that will never, never go away from
him, you know?
And he has recognized that this ‘Living in Grace’ is not… it’s not something that one has to forget
about or has to do anything for to get it to start working. It doesn’t work that way. Once you decide to
put your life into your own hands or the into the hands of God, or Life the Universe, or whatever you
want to call it, once you have that intent to do that and you have trust in the process and you don’t have
these negative thoughts, and if you do you deal with them, once you do all this stuff you will actually
experience all this stuff that Andrew experienced, for yourself. You don’t have to wait. It can…. some
of you right now may be doing things that you don’t understand and those are the things that are
preparing you for something in your future. I’m not saying it’s going to happen exactly the way it
happened with Andrew but there are potentials in everything that you do, potentialities, and it depends
on what they are and how you deal with them.
When it comes to interactions between humans it is a bit difficult because there is so much interference
on the lines between people. As I said, Elrisse has mentioned that those couples that are very important
to the wellbeing of the world, they are under heavy, heavy, heavy attack and that is what has happened
with Andrew and Marie. They are a beautiful couple, wonderful people to be in a relationship with but
that is exactly why what happened, happened, because that love that they have would of permeated this
world and it would have changed this world for the better and that’s exactly what those influences that
don’t want that, want to happen. They don’t want that good stuff to occur because they are involved in
creating all the shit that is going on in the world. And they understand the concepts of consent, of free
will, and so what they are doing constantly, every single minute of the day, is destroying that in people.
They’re destroying the free will.

People think that they’re doing something of their own free will. Well, they’re not. If they are lacking
information that I’ve talked about where I’ve gone over today, or other shows, the information about
hitch hikers, the information about the Body Intelligence, for instance, the deception of government,
the deception in religion, if they do not have an awareness of this then to some degree they are
manipulated and controlled. And it’s not easy to take on board that type of statement because it comes
across as me being arrogant, or whatever, whatever it is that people think. It’s… it’s just that with the
experience that Andrews’ had and with my own experiences and the experiences that other people have
had, this is constantly cropping up, is this miscommunication between people: Where one individual is
trying so desperately to do something and it comes across completely the opposite way of what he
intended or what she intended.
And one of the things that L. Ron Hubbard has said is that whatever you do, keep communicating.
And the thing is when you throw a pot at someone you’re still communicating to them. It’s when there
is no communication at all, that’s when everything sinks to the bottom, you know? And that
communication can be a card, it can be a letter, it can be an email, it can be a voicemail, it can be a
word, whatever, just have a communication to the other individual go in, to keep it in, you know? Keep
communication going, whatever that is for you. Communication can also be cooking a meal for
someone. You are communicating through your food. And that’s what Andrew realized too late that’s
what Marie was doing with him. Marie was communicating to him through her cooking and he didn’t
get it until it was too late. He even questioned some of the cakes that she baked for him.
He had never had anyone care for him the way Marie cared for him and he was not able to see it for
what it was quickly enough.
Another comment here:
“We cannot free ourselves on a collective scale until we free ourselves on a personal level.”
And that’s very true. And I hope to have provided the tools through all my shows for people to do that
and I’m going to be providing another tool later on today which is the attitude drills that Andrew used
(since removed at the request of Elrisse).
There are people that use different techniques, different ways of doing things but my experience…
sorry… from what I’ve seen of Andrew’s experience and what he has told me, the attitude drills are the
cheapest, they’re free, and they are not the easiest to do because obviously you’re dealing with your
own emotional stuff and for a lot of people we have been told, “Don’t reveal your emotions,” “Don’t
cry,” “It’s not manly to get upset,” or all the other things we have been taught as kids. You know,
“Don’t do this,” “Don’t do that,” behave a certain way. All these things we have to get over to do what
we need to do, and Andrew, whose been working on himself for a loooong time, since the eighties I
think it was, you know, he’s talked about stuff, he’s kind of used to being able to just delve into his
emotions and just say whatever it is that’s going on for him.
Now, people are not geared up for that sort of stuff. So it will take… little steps is what it takes, you
know? Just little steps at a time and if any of you guys are wanting to have any help you have this
forum. You also have this Skype room, which is ‘Unhooking yourself from the Matrix’, you have
some people that I trust implicitly. I mean, most of the people I trust implicitly in this room. Some of
them I don’t interact with because I don’t, but there are people on here who I think would be fantastic
to work with when it comes to… if you have a problem and you want to do an attitude drill with them I
think these people… I’m talking about people like Clarity and myself and Maria and Addie. I’m not

sure of any other people because I’ve not [????? audio cut out]… Cheryl, Curtis, Carol would be
another good person if they are up for it. Eric FIP now (actually eric j), there’s Matt or I am Me,
Maggie, Shelagh (now left) and Tracy. There’s all sorts of people on this Skype room who[m] I think
will be wonderful people to work with .
So, avail yourselves of the information, of the technology that’s going to be made available, the
attitude drill, and look over all the other weeks that I’ve spent on various topics and take this story to
heart and this story between Andrew and Marie and…. it’s one of hope, you know? It’s a story of hope
and of overcoming obstacles and a journey that was dangerous was done and was completed and it’s
something that needs to be shared, you know? There’s too much rubbish in the world today, as I keep
saying. So another thing that anyone can do is to start turning off the news, start turning off the radio,
start turning off all that stuff and start looking at your life and seeing if you can start improving it in
some way and if you have an attitude of, “Oh, this is too overwhelming for me,” drill it out. Find
someone and then just drill it out of you so that you can get rid of that thought and handle it, have it
dealt with, you know?
And I personally will be moving on with things because I need to now look after myself and instead of
spending a lot of time helping others I have neglected to help myself most of my life because to me
taking care of myself has been fine, its been ok, its not been brilliant but I now… I have a body which I
respect much more so than ever before and it respects me to a degree. It’s still thinks I’m a bit of idiot
on certain things but it feels that… the body intelligence is what I’m talking about, it actually
recognises that it and me are on the same path now, whereas before there was a fight, there was a
tussle. I wanted to do stuff which the Body Org (short for organization) or the Body Intelligence did
not or it just felt that it was being neglected in some way. It doesn’t have an environment which it can
consider its own. Well, the environment is the body itself but my body itself needs to be in an
environment which is free of any other influences. I have two flat mates here and I don’t really like
being around them. I need to have my own space which is controlled fully by me which means that I
have to go and find a property to buy, or land to buy to build on, because right now that’s my next
phase I need to start moving into.
So, I’ve spent much of my life learning about…. well, a long time now, learning about how life works,
the various deceptions that are out there as booby traps. I’ve learnt as much as I can in terms of
immersing myself into it. I’m still learning. I mean today, for instance, I learnt about how it’s very
possible to stop paying property taxes. And again, since I didn’t realise I was going to talk about this
I’ll actually put up the post of a link (http://brie-hoffman.hubpages.com/hub/Stop-Paying-PropertyTaxes-Remove-Your-Property-from-the-Tax-Rolls ) to this particular topic on today’s forum page.
So this process of learning will not stop but I’m now going to be concentrating on providing for myself
and then from there I can provide for others. Its something that has been neglected for too long. So,
that’s what I’ll be doing and it’s thanks to Andrew that I’m actually seeing the light for…. the light in
my life, like a light bulb moment, and I’m going to be using every resource at my disposal to get to a
point of being financially stable, financially wealthy as well because money does help things out. And
there’s many guys who know about the fact this is fiat money that we are dealing with but Money, at
the end of the day, is a means of exchange. Yes, the Federal Reserve Notes are backed by nothing and
all that stuff, but in the end that money is energy, you know? And the representation of that energy is a
piece of paper with ink on it.
Now, we can go down the road of knowing that, yeah, that’s fiat money by the Federal Reserve and all
that other rubbish, which is actually preventing us from moving forward, that is true enough but that is

a different type of problem. Ultimately the value is within us, we don’t have… we don’t have to put a
value on a piece of metal or a piece of paper because in the end it’s up to us what we give value to. If
we think that there’s value in a pinch of salt then that’s where the value is that we place. And strangely
enough back in India, before the Independence of India, salt was used as a means of exchange. Then
the British came in, messed everything up, and that was forgotten.
Back in England in the…. about 1200-1300, wood was used as a means of exchange and these things
were called tally sticks. You can read about them on the internet. T a l l y S t i c k s. You’ve had
poppies or Tulips in the Netherlands being used as a means of exchange, but that was… they talked
about that as being Tulip Mania. You’ve had Ferraris… pieces of paper that said you own part of a
Ferrari machine or a car that was traded on the stock markets back in the 80’s (1980’s). So you see,
value is what anything we give it, is anything that is out there that we give it.
If you had a piece of gold or a gold coin that is worth, by today’s money, $1,300 for an ounce of gold,
and you were starving and all you had was this 1 ounce of gold and you had the opportunity to buy a
loaf of bread to sustain yourself for one more day, would you actually pay that money over to that
person who had that loaf of bread or would you starve to death? I would suggest that you’d actually
pay that $1,300 over to get that 1 loaf of bread to keep yourself going.
So you see, that piece of gold ends up becoming something that you can eat and the value may be
completely out of whack but right at that point that’s the value you gave that oaf of bread. So, in the
end value comes from us. It’s not inherent in a piece of metal because metal is in the ground. You’ve
got metal everywhere, you know? Vehicles are built out of it. It depends on what type of metal I’m
talking about. I’m talking about platinum, palladium, gold and silver. Copper is used in some
countries…. well, it was used as a means of exchange. You had pennies made out of that stuff.
So what am I trying to say? I’m trying to say basically that there is a ‘Mindthink’ about the fact that
money is a fiat currency and its got people in a tizzy about how to live. “Well, if I don’t have money
then I can’t survive.” That’s partly true because ultimately with Mike providing Andrew with food…
Mike actually took Andrew in and provided him with food, he had to buy that… well, actually no, he
didn’t buy it. This is the interesting thing. Mike was provided with that beef stew that he gave Andrew
by his neighbor. Another neighbor provided him with Tomatillos which are Mexican tomatoes.
So, one of the things that you’ll find is that if you look out there in nature you will find that God
provides everything that we need. Now I’m using God in the nomenclature because it’s the one word
that everyone understands. Each one of you have an idea of what God is. You have a personal
relationship with God and that is between you and God. I don’t want to impinge upon that but I’m just
using the word God as a catch-all for every iteration of Life, Universe, Universal Intelligence, and all
that stuff. I use the word God for that. So, if for you its Allah, or Life intelligence, or it’s the GP
(Galactic Patrol) or whatever it is, that’s the word that I use to catch everything and put it into one
word which is ‘God’.
So, if you look out there in nature you’ll find that there’s everything that is provided for us and this is
what the corporations understand and that’s what they’re trying to destroy. Our food supply is at risk.
Our water supply is at risk. Our air supply is at risk. All stuff that can sustain us for hundreds and
hundreds of years is now at risk. I’m saying hundreds because without stress in my life, I would have
been turning back the clock for about 5-10 years because of various things that I’ve been doing.

So the powers that be want to destroy you and me and they’re doing it through all these different
means. They’re corrupting the food. They’re corrupting the water. They are perverting or creating a
really poor air quality and yet they’re having a hard time killing us the human race off. So what’re they
doing next? They’re trying to give ebola vaccines to people which are designed to kill. Vaccines, by
the way, are the worst thing you can do to your body. Your body has a natural immunity and that’s the
way God designed it. In the Qur’an it says, “We are made perfectly.” It says it probably somewhere in
the bible but I have… I don’t have as much knowledge about the bible as I do the Qur’an
unfortunately. I mean, I’ve read the bible once and that was it. I haven’t gone over it with a fine tooth
comb like I know that one or two people have, but…. what I’m really trying to say is that everything is
out there to provide for us. So take advantage of it. Start living your life in accordance with God’s
laws. Stop eating pork for instance. Which… that’s another interesting point.
I have personally….. I like pork and especially salami but my body doesn’t want it and I’ve found out
in the bible it says that you don’t eat pork, you know? So that is something that I’ve discovered
which… I don’t read the bible, I live it.
Another post here:
“A story of a shift in consciousness, not only Andrew’s. We’ve been taught that it’s so noble to
sacrifice ourselves for all, but if we don’t take care of ourselves what energy will we have for
others. What opportunity will there be for us to live an authentic life if we continue operating
from a place that is fueled by an external energy, one that is controlled and designed to keep us
in a frequency of perceived lack.”
Absolutely, 100% true. Yep. I completely agree with that.
Now I would have liked to have had some interaction from folks who have been listening in but, again,
I don’t know of how many people are listening via the web page. I know there’s one lady on the call
and if that…. I don’t know who it is actually… all I’ve got is mark7899, so if that individual wants to
make any comments you’re very welcome to by pressing 1 on your keypad and just letting us have
whatever your thoughts may be.
We’ve got 15 minutes left, which is actually quite amazing because I didn’t realise it was going to be
simple. No it’s not really simple. It’s…. it’s not easy doing this by the way. So, I‘ve given this my best
shot. Ok…. So the quotes I’ve been reading is the individual who’s on the phone, on the call right now,
so she saying that she has a noisy background but if you have anything, any kind of questions that you
would like to ask or any comments to Marie just put them in the Skype box and I’ll read them out for
you and that’s if you want that. I’m kind of fine with the way things are at the moment although it
would be nice to have other viewpoints or other ways of looking at things. But that’s just me.
So, I’m going to be finishing up in about 15 minutes and if any of you want to have my last….. well, I
did say this was my last show but I have realised on my account with Blogtalk radio I have one more
Saturday available to me before I boot it down to the basic level. Basic level being 30 minutes per day,
every day if I need to. But I’ll be concentrating more on getting my ideas and projects up and running
so I can now start providing much, much better stuff for myself. I have taken stock and there’s stuff
that I’m not happy with and I’m now going to be changing and a lot of that is to do with Andrew’s
story. So I thank Andrew very much for what he has been through and what he has… the insights that
he’s been able to provide for me with his journey.

And I’ll be taking a few days off just to recover. I’m still recovering from various thins that have
happened in my life, so I’ve just got to get in touch with what I want to do for real. And I hope you
guys have enjoyed listening to all these shows that I’ve been putting on and I’ll actually… when I
spoke to Elrisse yesterday via messaging, I told her that I had realised that I’m just about… I’m not
tapped out it’s just that I have put as much as possible as I could into the public domain from what I’ve
been through for the last 30 years and there’s not much else to add to it. I mean, I can go down the road
of being involved in the justice system and stuff, but that to me is actually very hard for me to do
because I do have care for people and when I hear about the stuff that’s going on with people it really,
really upsets me because I understand what they’re going through. I’ve been through it myself. My
whole life has been messed up because of it and I just want to leave that stuff alone for the time being
unless I get myself legally sorted out. I’ll use that stuff for myself.
But in terms of all the other things I’ve been doing I’ve put everything I’ve had into these shows and
all the stuff I’ve learnt over the last 30 years I’ve done my best to plug them into a format where
everyone can learn at a very highly… [at a] much more rapid pace than I did. So I’ve basically distilled
what I’ve spent 30 years studying and learning into 2 hour shots, one show at a time, dealing with
specific issues or specific topics with vast amounts of references so that people don’t think it’s me just
spouting off as an opinion or whatever but that it’s something that they can take on board and grow
with. It cuts out all that stuff that I’ve spent about learning about life and various areas of interest so
that you don’t have to go through it, or you can add to it. There’s stuff that I’m sent everyday just
about and its something new like that property tax information was. I actually find that quite
interesting and I’ll be investigating that as well and I know that Mary Croft out in BC (British
Columbia, Canada) has another take on that and I’ll be getting in contact with her to ask her what her
information is because the time that I enquired about it she didn’t come across… she actually
apologized later on in another email about the way she came back at me.
So, you know, there’s a lot of stuff to learn still, but again I will say that I’ve done the best I can for
you guys in the way I’ve done it. And I think it’s now time for me to concentrate on getting my own
life completely squared away so that I can be more of service to others, is what I’m looking at now,
you know? And for that, it’s going to be different for me because I have to now concentrate on me and
not on other people and that’s going to be a new experience because most of it has been….. I have
done things for myself but in the end it’s been with the motive of sharing that stuff with others. Well,
now it’s going to be completely new and no-one else but me. So, that’s going to be a new life for me in
a way. And it’s interesting that I’m actually here at my apartment, which I’ve only had for three
months, and now knowing that I have to look for another place because it’s kind of fulfilled its
purpose, so to speak. I don’t know where I’ll be, you know, next month or the month after that but I’ll
be available via Skype and I’ve got another message from kae lin (from the Skype room). “I see that
kae and I’ll… good. I’m glad that you’ll be able to hear it later on.”
So, there’s about 8 minutes to go. If anyone wants to jump in with any comments or any questions or
anything like that you are most welcome to. What else can I say or do here? Well, I’ll still be around.
You can always contact me via Skype. Actually, it’s best if you do it via the forum. My forum is
matrixfiles.com and you can go to the contact button at the top of the page, send me an email and
contact me that way. I try and keep my Skype info to myself because it has my last name in the Skype
ID. SO I have changed it but I haven’t used the other one very much.
And…. ok here we go. Question:

“Did it feel like time had collapsed…. I often hear those who’ve come close to a near death
experience. Their whole life flashes in front of them, compressed in one moment. You made mention a
few times how long it took Andrew at certain junction points, e.g. crossing the river as 3 ½ hours at
one point, ½ an hour getting from one area to another, etc. Looking back now, do think Andrew sees
this time as being that long? I hope I was clear.”
Andrew… I’m kind of getting information from him and the way he talked, I get the sense that there
was no concept of time for him. He just did what he had to do and therefore [if he had a] watch on his
wrist it would be annoying to him because it was like, that’s not what he was concentrating on. He was
concentrating on doing what he was meant to be doing at that moment. So for him, it was…. he did say
that he was surprised at how long it took the first time. He was amazed that it was so long, but it didn’t
feel like it was that long. I suppose it can be boiled down to one thing: he didn’t think of things in the
future. He didn’t think of…. for instance when he was looking at that ladder he didn’t think of how far
he would have to travel. He just… you know… the way he described it was he was seeing each pillar
go by and every five pillars there was a bracket that stuck out which is where he rested when he
grabbed onto it with his fingers. But he didn’t count how many there were. He looked upstream a few
times and saw that it was quite a distance that he had to go to get to the next point but as…. in terms of
thinking about how much time was consciously going by, he didn’t have any idea. He’d just do the
next thing [that needed to be done].
And when you are in the mode of doing just for the sake of doing and you’re not thinking about
anything else, even from my experience its been where I don’t see time as being time of…. you know,
it’s taking too long or whatever the case is and that’s what I think happened with Andrew. He was just
doing the next thing that he had to do. He didn’t think about how long it would take. He didn’t think
about what time it would be when he finished. There was nothing like that. He was just doing the next
step and that’s really what I think happened. And according to what he said, its very much what I
explained. He was aware that he had to get to that point in Detroit at a certain time. That’s the only
time that he knew of. So, yes, he was working towards a timeline but he was not aware of the timeline
as it happened. He was aware of the end-point, that he had to be at a certain point at a particular time
and he just helped…. he just allowed what happened to unravel. He didn’t put anything on it. Like
there was no, kind of, “Oh my god, am I going to make it?” type of thing. No, he didn’t have that. He
had the focus and he did what he had to do.
So we’ve got three minutes left. Anyone else have any comments or questions? Yeah, the post that’s
just come up:
“Just clear intent.”
Yes, that’s exactly what it was. When you have clear intent you can move mountains, literally, and its
something that we don’t do because we think mountains are solid pieces of granite. Well, they are but
there are stories from out of India where you have St. Issa, who is Christ, back in the day. They have
stories of him doing exactly that, moving mountains, you know? So that’s pure intent and his loaves
and fishes feeding the multitude? That’s another story of clear intent manifesting and I’ve actually
also read a story about.… When I was waiting for deportation proceedings in America, I was given a
book to read and in that book was a story about a young man in Portland, Oregon, who helped the
homeless and at one point he actually fed 500 people with about 50 hot dogs and he wasn’t worried he
just didn’t think about the fact that he was running out of hot dogs. He just fed the people. He had
about two or three of these hot dogs left over after he’d fed 500. So, yup. This stuff works. You just
have to get over the thing about, “Oh, we’re just human” type of thing, you know?

Anyway, there’s about…. there’s less than a minute to go. So I want to thank everyone for listening in
today and for you guys who are listening to the archives contact me if you want at matrixfiles.com and
hit the contact button. This will be going up as the archive and I hope that Marie at some point will
listen to this and my heart goes out to her for her new beginnings and so does Andrew’s, and for all the
people who have been on my shows as guests or as listeners thank you from the bottom of my heart for
being there for me and for allowing me to be your guide or your mentor, or whatever you want to call
it, for these months.
So, I’ll end of by saying goodbye, good morning, good evening, wherever you are, and good luck with
everything in your life, ok? Take care and goodbye for now.

